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Abstract—Previous results on network coding for low-power
wireless transmissions of multiple unicasts rely on opportunis-
tic coding or centralized optimization to reduce the power
consumption. This paper proposes a distributed strategy for
reducing the power consumption in a network coded wireless
network with multiple unicasts. We apply a simple network
coding strategy called “reverse carpooling,” which uses only
XOR and forwarding operations. In this paper, we use the
rectangular grid as a simple network model and attempt to
increase network coding opportunities without the overhead
required for centralized design or coordination. The proposed
technique designates “reverse carpooling lines” analogous to
a collection of bus routes in a crowded city. Each individual
unicast then chooses a route from its source to its destination
independently but in a manner that maximizes the fraction
of its path spent on reverse carpooling lines. Intermediate
nodes apply reverse carpooling opportunistically along these
routes. Our network optimization attempts to choose the reverse
carpooling lines in a manner that maximizes the expected power
savings with respect to the random choice of sources and sinks.
I. INTRODUCTION
By allowing coding at intermediate nodes in a network,
network coding generalizes routing and obtains the maximal
information ﬂow [1]. Network coding can also be used
to decrease the power consumption in wireless networks
[2,3]. A simple XOR-based coding strategy is presented in
[4]. Centralized strategies for applying this approach (here
called “reverse carpooling”) and another simple approach
called “star coding” to minimize the energy consumption
for multiple unicasts appear in [5]; the complexity of that
approach makes it impractical for large networks. Two
polynomial-time reverse carpooling algorithms are presented
in [6]; the algorithms are optimal for two and three unicasts,
respectively. A greedy algorithm for the general problem also
appears in [6]; while this algorithm runs in polynomial time,
it requires a central controller.
In this paper, we develop a distributed strategy for reduc-
ing the expected power consumption for multiple unicasts in
a network coded wireless network. Our strategy attempts to
increase network coding opportunities without the overhead
required for centralized design or coordination. A wireless
rectangular grid is used as a simple network model. As in [7],
a single node sits on each vertex of a rectangular grid, and
each node can broadcast information only to its four nearest
neighbors. The goal is to transmit a distinct data stream from
each transmitter to its corresponding receiver in this shared
m1,3
v1 v2 v3 m3,1
v1 v2
m1,3 ⊕m3,1
v3
Fig. 1. Transmitting messages m1,3 and m3,1 from v1 to v3 and v3 to
v1, respectively, requires three transmissions with network coding and four
without.
network environment. Power savings are achieved using the
reverse carpooling strategy deﬁned next.
Consider a wireless network where a node v2 wishes to
transmit message m13 from neighbor node v1 to neighbor
node v3 and message m31 from v3 to v1. This pair of
messages can be sent simultaneously by transmitting the bit-
wise binary sum m13+m31, as shown in Fig. 1. This strategy
saves power since it halves the number of transmissions
required by each intermediate node along the shared path.
We call this approach reverse carpooling since it allows two
data streams to traverse a shared path in opposite directions
using approximately the same number of transmissions as it
would take to send either message alone.1
We treat distributed network code design for multiple
unicasts. Like [4], our approach is opportunistic and requires
no central coordination. Our strategy is to attempt to increase
the number of coding opportunities by designating “reverse
carpooling routes” in central locations and choosing unicast
routes to maximize the fraction of the path spent on carpool-
ing routes without increasing individual path lengths. The
hope is that careful route choice will maximize the expected
number of reverse carpooling opportunities. We investigate
the expected power savings when multiple unicasts are
chosen uniformly at random on the wireless rectangular grid.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. System Model
We deﬁne a rectangular grid Gm = (V,E) as the set of
vertices V = {a(1, 0) + b(0, 1)} : 0  a, b  m} and the
set of directed edges E= {(v, v′) : ‖v − v′‖ = 1} where
for any v, v′ ∈ V , (v, v′) denotes the arc connecting v
1Precisely, in steady state the number of transmissions for reverse
carpooling along a shared path is one more than the number of transmissions
for one of the unicasts alone on the same path.
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and v′. The head and tail of edge e = (vi, vj) are denoted
by vj = head(e) and vi = tail(e), respectively. We call the
horizontal and vertical lines formed by E grid lines. A path
is an ordered list of connected edges. Precisely, for any path
P = (e1, e2, .., ek), we require e1, e2, .., ek ∈ E and head(ei)
= tail(ei+1) for 1  i  k − 1. We use l(P ) =
∑
e∈P ‖e‖=
|P | to denote the length of path P . For any distinct vertices
v,v′∈V , we use P(v, v′) to denote the set of all paths from
v to v′ in Gm, P∗(v, v′) = argminP∈P(v,v′) l(P ) to denote
the set of the shortest paths from v to v′, and d(v, v′) to
denote the length of the shortest path from v to v′.
In a unicast session, a single source vertex s = (x, y) ∈
V transmits information to a single destination vertex t =
(x′, y′) ∈ V . In this paper, we consider multiple unicast
sessions on a shared rectangular grid. We specify a multiple
unicast problem by describing the source and destination for
each unicast. For example, U= {(s1, t1), (s2, t2),..., (sn, tn)}
is an n-unicast problem.
Given a multiple unicast problem U= {(s1, t1),
(s2, t2),...,(sn, tn)}, a candidate solution S= {P1, ...., Pn}
is a list of paths such that Pi ∈P(si, ti) for each i. For any
edge e = (v, v′)∈ E and path P = (e1, e2, ..ek), we use eR
= (v′, v) and PR= (eRk , eRk−1, ..., eR1 ) to denote the reversals
of edge e and path P , respectively. In candidate solution
S, the opportunity to apply reverse carpooling arises when
two paths, say Pi and Pj , contain sub-paths P ′i ⊆ Pi and
P ′j ⊆ Pj satisfying (P ′i )R = P ′j .
The cost of a candidate solution is the energy consumed
in a wireless network that transmits a single information
stream along each path Pi∈S. When n = 1 (a single unicast
session), we estimate the cost of a candidate solution S
= {P1} by the number of transmissions l(P1) required to
send a single packet from s1 to t1 along path P1. When
n>1, the opportunity for reverse carpooling may arise. We
approximate the cost saved using reverse carpooling by
counting the link between nodes v and v′ only once for each
time we apply reverse carpooling along (v, v′) and (v′, v).
The number of reverse carpooling opportunities along edge
e is
min
{∑
P∈S
1(e ∈ P ),
∑
P∈S
1(eR ∈ P )
}
,
and thus the resulting cost across edge e and eR using
candidate solution S is approximated as
C(S, e, eR) = max
{∑
P∈S
1(e ∈ P ),
∑
P∈S
1(eR ∈ P )
}
,
giving a total cost
C(S) =
1
2
∑
e∈E
{
C(S, e, eR)
}
.
B. Strategy
In Section III, for each network model, we design a reverse
carpooling edge set E1 ⊆ E. Together, the edges in E1 form
reverse carpooling routes. In Section III-A, we design E1
so that each reverse carpooling route is a horizontal grid
line. We call this reverse carpooling route a row reverse
carpooling line and this network model a row model. We
begin by proposing a distributed route choice algorithm
for an arbitrary row model and analyzing the edge use
distribution of our algorithm. We then optimize the reverse
carpooling line placement to minimize the resulting expected
cost. In Section IV, we design E1 to contain both horizontal
and vertical grid lines. We again propose an algorithm,
analyze the resulting edge use distribution, and optimize
the line choice. In Section V we conclude with a short
discussion.
III. ROW MODELS
The optimal conﬁguration of the reverse carpooling lines
may depend on factors like the size of the network, the
number of unicasts, the distribution on unicasts, etc. We
assume that n unicasts U = {(s1, t1), .., (sn, tn)} are chosen
uniformly at random on the wireless rectangular grid Gm
and begin by exploring simple row models. Given a wireless
rectangular grid Gm, we use a t-tuple (0  h1 < h2 < .. <
ht  m) to denote the locations of t row reverse carpooling
lines. (For convenience, h0 = 0 and ht+1 = m + 1.) We
deﬁne the reverse carpooling edge set E1 = {((i, hj), (i +
1, hj)), ((i + 1, hj), (i, hj)) : 0  i  n − 1, 1  j  t}.
Then edges in E1 form t row reverse carpooling lines.
A. Path Choice Algorithm
The proposed algorithm ﬁnds a shortest path Pi ∈
P∗(si, ti) that maximizes the fraction of the path spent on
the row reverse carpooling lines. Let si = (six, siy) and ti =
(tix, tiy) and choose 0  p, q  t so that hp  siy < hp+1
and hq  tiy < hq+1.
Case 1) p = q. Here Pi is the unique path in P∗(si, ui)×
P∗(ui, ti) where ui = (tix, siy).
Case 2) p < q. Here Pi is the unique path in P∗(si, vi)×
P∗(vi, wi) × P
∗(wi, ti), where vi = (six, hp+1) and wi =
(tix, hp+1).
Case 3) p > q. Here Pi is the unique path in P∗(si, xi)×
P∗(xi, yi) × P
∗(yi, ti), where xi = (six, hp) and yi =
(tix, hp).
B. Edge Use Distribution
Together, the edge set and path choice strategy impose
a trafﬁc distribution ri(e) for each e ∈ E where ri(e) is
the probability that e ∈ Pi. Since each unicast session is
chosen uniformly at random and follows the same strategy
to determine a path, ri(e) = r1(e) for all 1  i  n. To
obtain r1(e), we calculate the fraction of possible unicasts
(s1, t1) ∈ V
2 for which e ∈ P1. Fix 0  p, q  t so that
hp  s1y < hp+1, and hq  t1y < hq+1.
Case 1) e = ((a, b), (a + 1, b)), e /∈ E1. Since e /∈ E1,
hi < b < hi+1 for some 0  i  t. Thus, e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1x  a, s1y = b, a + 1  t1x  m, and
hi  t1y < hi+1. Therefore, r1(e) = (a+1)(m−a)(hi+1−hi)(m+1)4 .
Case 2) e = ((a, b), (a+1, b)) and e ∈ E1. Since e ∈ E1,
b = hi for some 1  i  t. If hi−1  s1y < hi, then
e ∈ P1 if and only if 0  s1x  a, a + 1  t1x  m,
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Fig. 2. Case 2 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e). (a) hi−1 
s1y < hi and (b) hi < s1y < hi+1.
and hi  t1y  m, as shown in Fig. 2(a). If s1y = hi, then
e ∈ P1 if and only if 0  s1x  a, a + 1  t1x  m, and
0  t1y < hi+1. If hi < s1y < hi+1, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1x  a, a + 1  t1x  m, and 0  t1y < hi,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). If s1y < hi−1 or s1y  hi+1, then
e /∈ P1. Thus,
r1(e) =
[
(a + 1)(m− a)(hi − hi−1)(m + 1− hi)
(m + 1)4
+
(a + 1)(m− a)(hi+1 − hi)(hi + 1)
(m + 1)4
]
.
Case 3) e = ((a + 1, b), (a, b)). By the symmetry of our
algorithm, r1((a + 1, b), (a, b)) = r1((m − a − 1, b), (m −
a, b)). By cases 1 and 2 above, r1((m − a − 1, b), (m −
a, b)) = r1((a, b), (a+1, b)). Therefore, r1((a+1, b), (a, b))
= r1((a, b), (a + 1, b)).
Case 4) e = ((a, b), (a, b + 1)). Fix 0  i  t so that
hi  b < hi+1. In this case, e ∈ P1 only if 0  s1y  b and
b + 1  t1y  m. If 0  s1y < hi, then e ∈ P1 if and only
if 0  s1x  m, t1x = a, and b+1  t1y  m, as shown in
Fig. 3(a). If hi  s1y  b and hi+1  t1y  m, then e ∈ P1
if and only if s1x = a, 0  t1x  m, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
If hi  s1y  b and b+ 1  t1y < hi+1, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1x  m, t1x = a.
r1(e) =
(b + 1)(m− b)
(m + 1)4
[
hi(m + 1)
(b + 1)
+
(b + 1− hi)
(b + 1)
(
(m + 1− hi+1)(m + 1)
(m− b)
+
(m + 1)(hi+1 − b− 1)
(m− b)
)]
=
(b + 1)(m− b)
(m + 1)3
.
Case 5) e = ((a, b + 1), (a, b)). Fix 0  i  t so that
hi  b < hi+1. In this case, e ∈ P1 only if b+1  s1y  m
and 0  t1y  b. If hi+1  s1y  m, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1x  m, t1x = a, and 0  t1y  b, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). If b + 1  s1y < hi+1 and 0  t1y < hi, then
(a)
s1
t1
e
hj
hi
hi+1
hi
hi+1
s1
t1
e
(b)
Fig. 3. Case 4 in the calculation of r1(e). (a) 0  s1y < hi (j  i) and
(b) hi  s1y  b and hi+1  t1y m.
hi
hi+1
hj
s1
t1
e
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hi
hi+1
s1
e
t1
(b)
Fig. 4. Case 5 in the calculation of r1(e). (a) hi+1  s1y m (j  i+1)
and (b) b + 1  s1y < hi+1 and 0  t1y < hi.
e ∈ P1 if and only if s1x = a, 0  t1x  m, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). If b + 1  s1y < hi+1 and hi  t1y  b, then
e ∈ P1 if and only if 0  s1x  m, t1x = a.
r1(e) =
(m− b)(b + 1)
(m + 1)4
[
(m + 1− hi)(m + 1)
(m− b)
+
(hi+1 − b− 1)
(m− b)
(
hi(m + 1)
(b + 1)
+
(b + 1− hi)(m + 1)
(b + 1)
)]
=
(b + 1)(m− b)
(m + 1)3
.
C. Expected Network Cost
We compute the expected network cost for the row model
when n unicasts U = {(s1, t1), .., (sn, tn)} are chosen uni-
formly at random on Gm. We use S to denote the candidate
solution for U obtained by our strategy and t(n, i, j, e) to
denote the probability that i unicasts traverse e and j unicasts
traverse eR (0  i + j  n). No unicast can contain both
e and eR in its path using our path choice algorithm. Thus
each unicast either uses edge e (with probability r1(e)), uses
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h1
hk
hk+1
(a)
ht
hk
hk+1
(b)
Fig. 5. Given hk and hk+1, optimizing (h1, ..., ht) is equivalent to
optimizing (h1, .., hk−1) in (a) and (hk+2, .., ht) in (b).
edge eR (with probability r1(e) = r1(eR)), or uses neither
(with probability 1− r1(e)− r1(eR) = 1− 2r1(e)). Thus
t(n, i, j, e) =
(
n
i
)(
n− i
j
)
(r1(e))i+j(1− 2r1(e))n−i−j .
We compute the expected network cost EC(S) as follows.
For any (i, k) satisfying 0  2k + i  n, k + i unicasts use
e and k unicasts use eR with probability t(n, k + i, k, e).
Likewise, k unicasts use e and k + i unicasts use eR with
probability t(n, k, k + i, e) = t(n, k + i, k, e). In both cases,
C(S, e, eR) = k + i. Since we considered i = 0 in both
cases, by the deﬁnition of the network cost, we obtain
EC(S) =
∑
e∈E
1
2
EC(S, e, eR)
=
∑
e∈E
1
2
⎡
⎣n2 ∑
k=0
(
2
n−2k∑
i=0
(k + i)t(n, k, k + i, e)
)
− k · t(n, k, k, e)] . (1)
D. Results
In this section, we ﬁrst present a low-complexity algorithm
that optimizes the reverse carpooling line placement to
minimize the expected cost given a number of unicasts. Then,
we demonstrate the performance of our algorithm.
Our goal is to optimize the locations of t reverse car-
pooling lines (0  h1 < h2 < .. < ht  m) for n
unicasts on Gm. We use Eh and Ev to denote the sets
of all horizontal and vertical edges, respectively. Since the
edge use distribution of any vertical edge is independent
of (h1, ..., ht), from (1), EC(S) = f(h1, ..., ht) + M
where f(h1, ..., ht) =
∑
e∈Eh
1
2EC(S, e, e
R) and M =∑
e∈Ev
1
2EC(S, e, e
R). Finding (h1, ..., ht) to minimize
f(h1, ..., ht) minimizes EC(S). The following algorithm
ﬁnds this optimal (h1, ..., ht) by recursively dividing the
problem into smaller and smaller independent subproblems.
Fix q  1. Let t = 2q+1 − 2 and r = 2q − 1. For
convenience, h−1 = h0 = 0 and ht+1 = ht+2 = m + 1.2
2We include h−1, h0, ht+1, and ht+2 in this characterization for
symmetry, as will become clear in the following discussion.
Suppose that k = t2 and the locations of the kth and
(k + 1)th reverse carpooling lines are given by hk = i1
and hk+1 = i1 + d1 (d1  1). Since r1(e) for each e ∈ E
depends on at most three closest reverse carpooling lines,
r1(e) is a function of either (h1, . . . , hk+1) or (hk, . . . , ht)
for each e ∈ E. Thus, given hk and hk+1, the objective
function f can be decomposed as
f(h1, .., ht) = f
(1)
1 (h−1, . . . , hk+1) + f
(1)
2 (hk, . . . , ht+2),
where functions f (1)1 and f
(1)
2 are independent when hk and
hk+1 are ﬁxed. Here
f
(1)
1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hk+1) =
∑
e∈E
(1)
1
1
2
EC(S, e, eR) and
f
(1)
2 (hk, . . . , ht,m + 1,m + 1) =
∑
e∈E
(1)
2
1
2
EC(S, e, eR)
where E(1)1 = {((a, b), (a + 1, b)), ((a + 1, b), (a, b)) : 0 
a < m, 0  b < hk+1} and E(1)2 = {((a, b), (a+1, b)), ((a+
1, b), (a, b)) : 0  a < m, hk+1  b  m}.
The given formulation breaks our optimization problem
into two subproblems. The ﬁrst subproblem contains k + 1
reverse carpooling lines (0  h1 < h2 < .. < hk+1  m)
with hk = i1 and hk+1 = i1 + d1, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
The goal here is to choose (h1, . . . , hk−1) to minimize
f
(1)
1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hk−1, i1, i1 + d1). The second subproblem
contains k + 1 reverse carpooling lines (0  hk < hk+1 <
. . . < ht  m) with hk = i1 and hk+1 = i1 + d1, as
shown in Fig. 5(b). The goal here is to choose (hk+2, . . . , ht)
to minimize f (1)2 (i1, i1 + d1, hk+2, . . . , ht,m + 1,m + 1).
The added parameters h−1 = h0 = 0 and ht+1 =
ht+2 = m + 1 are included so that each subproblem
is bounded above and below by two reverse carpooling
lines. Searching over all possible values of i1 and d1
and then optimizing f (1)1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hk−1, i1, i1 + d1) and
f
(1)
2 (i1, i1 + d1, hk+2, . . . , ht,m + 1,m + 1) guarantees the
optimal solution.
To optimize f (1)1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hk−1, i1, i1 + d1) and
f
(1)
2 (i1, i1 +d1, hk+2, . . . , ht,m+1,m+1), we again apply
the same approach – ﬁrst ﬁxing the two central line loca-
tions and then breaking each problem into two independent
subproblems
f
(1)
1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hk−1, i1, i1 + d1)
= f
(2)
1 (0, 0, h1, . . . , hl−1, i2, i2 + d2)
+f
(2)
2 (i2, i2 + d2, . . . , i1, i1 + d1),
f
(1)
2 (i1, i1 + d1, hk+2, . . . ,m + 1)
= f
(2)
3 (i1, i1 + d1, hk+2, . . . , hk+l−2, i3, i3 + d3)
+f
(2)
4 (i3, i3 + d3, hk+l+1, . . . ,m + 1).
Function lq(a, b, c, d) shown in Fig. 6 captures the recursive
approach. Running lq(a, b, c, d) ﬁnds the optimal 2q+1−2 re-
verse carpooling lines between two upper reverse carpooling
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Function lq(a, b, c, d)
if i = 0
return l0(a, b, c, d) =
∑
e∈Eb,d
1
2EC(S, e, e
R) (2)
where Eb,d = {((j, k), (j + 1, k)),((j + 1, k), (j, k)):
0  j < m, b  k < d} and the expected cost
EC(S, e, eR) for each e ∈ Eb,d is calculated
assuming reverse carpooling lines only at locations
a, b, c, and d.
else
return min(x,y) [li−1(a, b, x, y) + li−1(x, y, c, d)]
over all (x, y) s.t. b + 2i − 2 < x < y < c− 2i + 2.
Fig. 6. Function lq(a, b, c, d) ﬁnds the optimal 2q+1−2 reverse carpooling
lines between two upper reverse carpooling lines at locations c and d and two
lower reverse carpooling lines at locations a and b and returns its expected
cost.
TABLE I
OPTIMAL REVERSE CARPOOLING LINES PLACEMENT ON THE G10 .
n t∗ (h∗
1
, .., h∗t )
n < 55 2 (3,7)
n  55 3 (2,5,8)
lines at locations c and d and two lower reverse carpooling
lines at locations a and b and returns its expected cost.
Theorem 1: When n unicasts are chosen uniformly at
random on Gm, lq(0, 0,m + 1,m + 1) ﬁnds the optimal
locations for t = 2q+1 − 2 row reverse carpooling lines in
time O(qm6 + n2m6).
Proof: The optimality of our algorithm follows im-
mediately from its search of all possible line placements.
The run-time relies on the storage of all intermediate values
li(a, b, c, d) used in calculating lq(0, 0,m+ 1,m+ 1); since
many of these values are used repeatedly, we avoid repeated
computation by keeping a table of known values and calling
the function only when the value is unknown. We calculate
the run time as follows. For each 1  i  q and each
needed (a, b, c, d), we ﬁnd li(a, b, c, d) as li−1(a, b, x, y) +
li−1(x, y, c, d) for the optimal choice (x, y) of the two central
carpooling line locations. Since there are q values of i,
O(m4) values of (a, b, c, d), and O(m2) values for (x, y),
these calculations run in time O(qm6). From (1) and (2),
calculation of l0(a, b, c, d) for each (a, b, c, d) runs in time
O(m2n2), giving total run-time O(qm6 + n2m6).
Tables 1 and 2 show the optimal number of reverse
carpooling lines (t∗) and their optimal locations (h∗1, .., h∗t∗)
for n unicasts chosen uniformly at random on G10 and G12,
respectively.
Fig. 7 plots the normalized cost EC(S∗)/ED(U) as a
TABLE II
OPTIMAL REVERSE CARPOOLING LINES PLACEMENT ON THE G12 .
n t∗ (h∗
1
, .., h∗t )
n < 40 2 (4,8)
40  n < 110 3 (3,6,9)
n > 110 3 (2,5,9)
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Fig. 7. Normalized cost on G10 and G12.
function of the number of unicasts, n, where S∗ is the solu-
tion given by our algorithm and ED(U) = E
∑n
i=1 d(si, ti)
is the expected distance between sources and sinks for the
unicasts U = {(s1, t1), .., (sn, tn)}. (See Lemma 1 in the
Appendix.) In both cases, the normalized cost decreases
as the number of unicast sessions increases. Also included
are the corresponding normalized costs when no reverse
carpooling lines are included and pure opportunistic coding
is employed. Our algorithm yields as much as 7% im-
provement over pure opportunistic coding when n < 40
in both cases. When n is large, trafﬁc is sufﬁciently large
that reverse carpooling opportunities arise even without the
introduction of reverse carpooling lines. As a result, the
percentage improvement over opportunistic coding decreases
as n increases.
IV. ROW AND COLUMN MODEL
To increase the opportunities to apply reverse carpooling,
we next add column reverse carpooling lines to the previous
model. Given a wireless rectangular grid Gm, we use a
t-tuple (0  h1 < h2 < .. < ht  m) and a k-
tuple (0  r1 < r2 < .. < rk  m) to denote the
locations of t row and k column reverse carpooling lines,
respectively. (For convenience, h0 = r0 = 0 and ht+1 =
rk+1 = m + 1.) The reverse carpooling edge set is E1 =
{((i, hj), (i + 1, hj)), ((i + 1, hj), (i, hj)), ((rp, i), (rp, i +
1)), ((rp, i+1), (rp, i)) : 0  i  m− 1, 1  j  t, 1  p 
k}.
A. Path Choice Algorithm
The proposed algorithm ﬁnds a shortest path Pi ∈
P∗(si, ti) that maximizes the fraction of the path spent on
the reverse carpooling lines. Choose 0  c, d  k and
0  f, g  t so that rc  six < rc+1, hf  siy < hf+1,
rd  tix < rd+1, and hg  tiy < hg+1.
Case 1) c = d or f = g. Pi is the unique path in
P∗(si, ui)× P
∗(ui, ti) where ui = (tix, siy).
Case 2) c < d and f = g. If f > g, Pi is the unique path
in P∗(si, vi) × P∗(vi, wi) × P∗(wi, xi) × P∗(xi, ti) where
vi = (rc+1, siy), wi = (rc+1, hg+1), and xi = (tix, hg+1),
as shown in Fig. 8(a). If f < g, Pi is the unique path in
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hf
hf+1
hg
hg+1
rc rc+1 rd rd+1
si
ti
vi
wi xi
(a)
hg
hg+1
hf
hf+1
rc rc+1 rd rd+1
si
ti
yi
zi li
(b)
Fig. 8. Case 2 in the path choice algorithm (a) when f > g and (b) when
f < g.
P∗(si, yi)× P
∗(yi, zi)× P
∗(zi, li)× P
∗(li, ti) where yi =
(rc+1, siy), zi = (rc+1, hg), and li = (tix, hg), as shown in
Fig. 8(b).
Case 3) c1 > c2 and d1 = d2. We deﬁne unicast (s′i, t′i)
for which s′i = ti and t′i = si. Then, by case 2), we can
obtain a shortest path P ′i for (s′i, t′i). In this case, we set Pi
= (P ′i )
R
.
B. Edge Use Distribution
As in Sec. III-B, we determine r1(e) for e ∈ E.
Case 1) e = ((a, b), (a + 1, b)), e ∈ E1. Since e ∈ E1,
rp  a < rp+1 and b = hq for some 0  p  k and 1  q 
t, respectively. If 0  s1x < rp and s1y  t1y , e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1y  b, a+ 1  t1x  m, and b  t1y < hq+1,
as shown in Fig. 9(a). If 0  s1x < rp and s1y > t1y ,
e ∈ P1 if and only if b  s1y  m, a + 1  t1x  m, and
hq−1  t1y < b, as shown in Fig. 9(b). If rp  s1x  a,
e ∈ P1 if and only if s1y = b, a + 1  t1x  m, and
0  t1y  m, as shown in Fig. 10(a). If s1x > a, then
e /∈ P1. Thus,
r1(e) =
[
rp(b + 1)(m− a)(hq+1 − b)
(m + 1)4
+
rp(m + 1− b)(m− a)(b− hq−1)
(m + 1)4
+
(a + 1− rp)(m− a)(m + 1)
(m + 1)4
]
.
Case 2) e = ((a, b), (a+1, b)) and e /∈ E1. Since e /∈ E1,
rp  a < rp+1 and hq < b < hq+1 for some 0  p  k and
0  q  t, respectively. If 0  s1x < rp, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if s1y = b, a + 1  t1x  m, and hq  t1y < hq+1,
as shown in Fig. 10(b). If rp  s1x  a, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if s1y = b, a + 1  t1x  m, and 0  t1y  m. If
s1x > a, then e /∈ P1. Thus,
r1(e) =
[
rp(m− a)(hq+1 − hq)
(m + 1)4
+
(a + 1− rp)(m− a)(m + 1)
(m + 1)4
]
.
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(a)
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(b)
Fig. 9. Case 1 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e) when
0  s1x < rp. (a) s1y  t1y and (b) s1y > t1y .
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(a)
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
e t1
(b)
Fig. 10. (a) Case 1 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e) when
rp  s1x  a. (b) Case 2 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e)
when 0  s1x < rp.
Case 3) e = ((a+1, b), (a, b)). We use X(e) to denote the
set of (s1, t1) such that e ∈ P1. We show that there is an one
to one correspondence between X(e) and X(eR). Choose
0  c, d  k and 0  f, g  t so that rc  s1x < rc+1,
rd  t1x < rd+1, hf  s1y < hf+1, and hg  t1y < hg+1.
When c = d or f = g, e ∈ P1 if and only if eR ∈ P ′1 for
(s′1, t
′
1) = ((t1x, s1y), (s1x, t1y)). When c = d and f = g, by
the symmetry of our path choice algorithm, e ∈ P1 if and
only if eR ∈ P ′1 for (s′1, t′1) = (t1, s1). Thus, there exists
an one to one correspondence between X(e) and X(eR)
and thus |X(e)| = |X(eR)|. Then we can calculate r1(e) =
r1(eR) from cases 1 and 2.
Case 4) e = ((a, b), (a, b + 1)), e ∈ E1. Since e ∈ E1,
a = rp and hq  b < hq+1 for some 1  p  k and
0  q  t, respectively. Choose 0  c, d  k and 0 
f, g  t as we did in case 3. If c = d, then e ∈ P1 if
and only if rp  s1x < rp+1, 0  s1y  b, t1x = a, and
b+1  t1y  m. If f = g and c = d, then e ∈ P1 if and only
if 0  s1x < rp or rp+1  s1x  m, hq  s1y  b, t1x = a,
and b + 1  t1y < hq+1. If f < g and c < d and when
hq+1  t1y  m, then e ∈ P1 if and only if rp−1  s1x < a,
0  s1y  b, and a  t1x  m, as shown in Fig. 11(a). If
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hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(a)
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(b)
Fig. 11. Case 4 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e) when
c < d and f < g. (a) hq+1  t1y m and (b) b + 1  t1y < hq+1.
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
t1
s1
e
(a)
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(b)
Fig. 12. Case 4 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e) when
c > d and f < g. (a) 0  s1y < hq and (b) hq  s1y  b.
f < g and c < d and when b + 1  t1y < hq+1, then
e ∈ P1 if and only if 0  s1x < a, 0  s1y < hq, and
t1x = a, as shown in Fig. 11(b). If f < g and c > d and
when 0  s1y < hq, then e ∈ P1 if and only if a  s1x 
m, rp−1  t1x < a, and b + 1  t1y  m, as shown in
Fig. 12(a). If f < g and c > d and when hq  s1y  b,
then e ∈ P1 if and only if s1x = a, 0  t1x < a, and
hq+1  t1y  m, as shown in Fig. 12(b). If f > g, then
e /∈ P1. Thus,
r1(e) =
[
(rp+1 − rp)(b + 1)(m− b)
(m + 1)4
+
(m + 1− rp+1 + rp)(b + 1− hq)(hq+1 − b− 1)
(m + 1)4
+
(m + 1− hq+1)(a− rp−1)(b + 1)(m + 1− a)
(m + 1)4
+
(hq+1 − b− 1)ahq
(m + 1)4
+
hq(m + 1− a)(a− rp−1)(m− b)
(m + 1)4
+
(b + 1− hq)a(m + 1− hq+1)
(m + 1)4
]
.
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(a)
hq
hq+1
rp rp+1
s1
t1
e
(b)
Fig. 13. Case 5 in the calculation of edge use distribution r1(e) when
c = d and f = g (a) c < d and (b) c > d.
Case 5) e = ((a, b), (a, b+1)) and e /∈ E1. Since e /∈ E1,
rp < a < rp+1 and hq  b < hq+1 for some 0  p  k
and 0  q  t, respectively. If c = d, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if rp  s1x < rp+1, 0  s1y  b, t1x = a, and
b + 1  t1y  m. If f = g and c = d, then e ∈ P1 if and
only if 0  s1x < rp or rp+1  s1x  m, hq  s1y  b,
t1x = a, b + 1  t1x < hq+1. If c < d and f = g, then
e ∈ P1 if and only if 0  s1x < rp, 0  s1y < hq, t1x = a,
and b+1  t1y < hq+1, as shown in Fig. 13(a). If c > d and
f = g, then e ∈ P1 if and only if s1x = a, hq  s1y  b,
0  t1x < rp, and hq+1  t1y  m, as shown in Fig. 13(b).
Thus,
r1(e) =
[
(rp+1 − rp)(b + 1)(m− b)
(m + 1)4
+
(m + 1− rp+1 + rp)(b + 1− hq)(hq+1 − b− 1)
(m + 1)4
+
rphq(hq+1 − b− 1)
(m + 1)4
+
(b + 1− hq)rp(m + 1− hq+1)
(m + 1)4
]
.
Case 6) e = ((a, b+1), (a, b)). As in case 3, we show that
there exists one to one correspondence between X(e) and
X(eR). When c = d or f = g, e ∈ P1 if and only if eR ∈ P ′1
for (s′1, t′1) = ((s1x, t1y), (t1x, s1y)). When c = d and f = g,
e ∈ P1 if and only if eR ∈ P ′1 for (s′1, t′1) = (t1, s1). Then
X(e) = X(eR) and we can calculate r1(e) = r1(eR) from
cases 4 and 5.
C. Results
Let n unicasts U = {(s1, t1), .., (sn, tn)} be chosen
uniformly at random on the wireless rectangular grid Gm.
Table 3 shows the optimal number of row and column reverse
carpooling lines (t∗) and (k∗), and their optimal locations
(h∗1, .., h
∗
t∗) and (r∗1 , .., r∗k∗) for m = 8. To obtain the optimal
reverse carpooling line placement in this case, we search
over all possible choices of (h1, .., ht) and (r1, .., rk) for
1  t, k  m and choose the one that minimizes the
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TABLE III
OPTIMAL ROW AND COLUMN REVERSE CARPOOLING LINES PLACEMENT
ON THE G8 .
n t∗ (h∗
1
, .., h∗t ) k
∗ (r∗
1
, .., r∗
k
)
n < 20 3 (2,4,6) 2 (3,5)
20  n 3 (2,4,6) 2 (2,5)
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Fig. 14. Normalized cost on G8.
expected network cost. Since we cannot decompose the
optimization problem into independent subproblems in this
case, we cannot apply the algorithm from Sec III.
Fig. 14 plots the normalized cost as a function of the num-
ber of unicasts. The normalized cost decreases as the number
of unicast sessions increases. Corresponding normalized cost
when pure opportunistic coding is employed is also included.
Our algorithm yields as much as 7% improvement over pure
opportunistic coding when n < 30. Similar to the result
presented in Sec. III-D, the percentage improvement over
opportunistic coding decreases as n increases.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present a distributed strategy for reducing
the expected power consumption for multiple unicasts in
a network coded wireless network. We use the rectangular
grid as a simple network model and apply a simple network
coding strategy called “reverse carpooling,” which uses only
XOR and forwarding operations. Our strategy is to attempt to
increase the number of coding opportunities by designating
“reverse carpooling routes.” Each individual unicast chooses
a route from its source to its destination independently but
in a manner that maximizes the fraction of the paths spent
on the reverse carpooling lines without increasing individual
path lengths. Intermediate nodes apply reverse carpooling
opportunistically along these routes. This approach increases
the reverse carpooling opportunities of an opportunistic net-
work code without requiring central coordination.
We propose distributed route choice algorithms for row
model and row and column model respectively, and analyze
the edge use distribution of our algorithms. Then we can
optimize the reverse carpooling line placement to minimize
the resulting expected cost. When all reverse carpooling lines
are rows, we present recursive algorithm that optimizes the
line choice in time O(qm6 + n2m6) where m is the grid
size, n is the number of unicasts, and 2q+1−2 is the number
of reverse carpooling lines. This algorithm yields as much
as 7% improvement over pure opportunistic coding when
n < 40. When reverse carpooling lines include both rows
and columns, we optimize the line choice by brute force
search and our strategy also yields 7% improvement over
pure opportunistic coding when n < 30.
APPENDIX
Lemma 1: When U = {(s1, t1), ..., (sn, tn)} is chosen
i.i.d. from the uniform distribution on Gm,
ED(U) =
2m(m + 2)n
3(m + 1)
.
Proof:
ED(U) = nEd(s1, t1)
=
n
∑
0s1x,s1y,t1x,t1ym
d(s1, t1)
(m + 1)4
=
n
2(m + 1)4
∑
s1x,s1y
[(s1x + 1)(s1y + 1)(s1x + s1y)
+(s1x + 1)(s1x + m− s1y + 1)(m− s1y)
+(s1y + 1)(s1y + m− s1x + 1)(m− s1x)
+ (m− s1x)(m− s1y)(2m− s1x − s1y + 2)]
=
2m(m + 2)n
3(m + 1)
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